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Innovation. In our raw materials. In our solutions.

SUGGESTED STARTING FORMULATIONS

Need assistance in developing a custom solution?  
TriadaChem has a full-service lab that can collaborate 
with you and help you meet your cost, performance and 
environmental objectives! Click the HELP! icon and  
let us earn the right to invest in your success!

iDATA assist

PACKAGE & HANDLING

REGULATORY / TOX INFORMATION

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

SM

* denotes TriadaChem product

http://www.triadachem.com/whatisidata
http://www.triadachem.com/idata-assist.html
mailto:solutions@triadachem.com?subject=iData Product Question
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	Button 10: 
	Environment/Health & Safety text: •  Eliminates the need to file a risk management    plan as can be required when using HF or ABF•  Significantly safer for workers•  Low aquatic toxicity
	Product Description: Replacement for hydrofluoric acid and other acids
	Product Name: APW  
	Cost/Performance text: •  Effectively removes rust and other iron salts•  Removes oxidation and brightens aluminum    without damage•  Will not frost glass•  Very effective removal of brake and wheel dust•  Removes calcium/limescale/silicate deposits
	Uses & Applications - main text: •  Rust removers•  Wheel cleaners•  Acid presoaks for cars and trucks•  Specialized descaling of silicate deposits •  Wash bay whitewall cleaning•  Pontoon boat / aluminum boat cleaners•  Aluminum truck brightening•  HVAC/ air conditioning fins
	Button 5: 
	Uses & Applications - bold text: 
	Suggested Formulation - 1: Rust Remover
	Suggested Formulation - 2: Formulating Tips:
	Suggested Formulation - 1 Dilution: (Use as is to 2:1)
	Suggested Formulation - 2 Dilution: 
	Suggested Formulation - 1 Ingredients: APW*.....................................10%Oxalic acid............................0.5%Q3*.......................................0.5%Water...............................balance
	Suggested Formulation - 2 Ingredients: 1. In any formula, always add     water first.2. Never mix APW with A85     without first doing a dilution     with water.3. Do not mix with strong     oxidizers such as nitric acid     or bleach.4. Never mix APW with      dehydrating agents such as     acetic anyhydride or    concentrated sulfuric acid     (see MSDS)
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	Suggested Formulation - 3 Dilution: 
	Suggested Formulation - 3 Ingredients: 
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	Suggested Formulation - 4 Dilution: 
	Suggested Formulation - 4 Ingredients: 
	Button 6: 
	Appearance: Gardner 5 max. with some sediment
	pH (Conc): 1.35 ± .05 
	Pour Point: 0.9 (typical)
	Cloud Point: 
	Density: 
	Package & Handling text: APW is available in bulk, 55 US gallon plastic drums (Net wt. 600 lbs) and 5 US gallon pails (Net wt. 50 lbs)•  It is recommended that the product be stored in high density polyethylene or     polypropylene containers. Packaging and formula stability testing is always       required as quality of packaging can vary.•  Vented caps are recommended.•  Foaming trigger sprayers are recommended for finished    products
	Regulatory/Tox Information text: TDG/ DOT Classification: Regulated.REACH compliantNot readily biodegradable.APW has very good aqua toxicity and low overall toxicity.
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	Product Spec 1: Appearance (@20ºC):Specific Gravity@25ºC:pH (as is):Activity:
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	1: 67% (typical)
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